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CONCEPT

“shape-shifting” with thermochromic ink
Images removed due to copyright restrictions. See the following websites:

**Electronic Textile Artworks | Maggie Orth**
[http://www.maggieorth.com](http://www.maggieorth.com)

**Krakow | Joanna Berzowska**
[http://tinyurl.com/27tbfq5](http://tinyurl.com/27tbfq5)

**Spotty Dresses | XS Labs**

**Joanne Hodge | Touch Me Dress**
TIMELINE

- by 4/21
  - order thermochromic ink
  - get transparent fabric medium
  - prelim tests on fabric

- by 4/28
  - circuit prototypes
  - pick pattern for garment
  - pick fabrics

- by 5/5
  - dye thermochromic parts
  - make thermochromic circuits
  - start assembling

- by 5/12
  - done with assembly and documentation